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Simon Says: Nazi Hunter
'A humbling, inspiring account of some of the real founders of modern day Special Forces soldiering'
Bear Grylls The Nazi Hunters is the incredible, hitherto untold story of the most secret chapter in the
SAS's history. Officially, the world's most elite special forces unit was dissolved at the end of the
Second World War, and not reactivated until the 1950s. Among their last actions was a disastrous
commando raid into occupied France in 1944, which ended in the capture, torture and execution of 31
soldiers. It can now be revealed that the SAS never was dissolved: it lived on, commanded personally by
Churchill and hidden even from the British government. They were tasked with hunting through the
ruins of the Reich for the SS commanders responsible for the murder of their comrades, including many
who had escaped the failed justice of the Nuremberg trials. Along the way, they discovered before
anyone else the full horror of Hitler's regime, and the growing threat from Stalin's Russia. Still studied
by the SAS today and a central part of their founding myth, the story of the Nazi hunters is now told by
bestselling author Damien Lewis.

Hunting Eichmann
2018 NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD BOOK OF THE YEAR In this dual autobiography, the
Klarsfelds tell the dramatic story of fifty years devoted to bringing Nazis to justice For more than a
century, Beate and Serge Klarsfeld have hunted, confronted, and exposed Nazi war criminals, tracking
them down in places as far-flung as South America and the Middle East. It is they who uncovered the
notorious torturer Klaus Barbie, known as “the Butcher of Lyon,” in Bolivia. It is they who outed Kurt
Lischka as chief of the Gestapo in Paris, the man responsible for the largest deportation of French Jews.
And it is they who, with the help of their son, Arno, brought the Vichy police chief Maurice Papon to
justice. They were born on opposite sides of the Second World War. Beate’s father was in the
Wehrmacht, while Serge’s father was deported to Auschwitz because he was a Jew. But when Serge and
Beate met on the Paris metro, they instantly fell in love. They soon married and have since dedicated
their lives to “hunting the truth”—both as world-famous Nazi hunters and as meticulous documenters of
the fate of the innocent French Jewish children who were killed in the death camps. They have been
jailed and targeted by letter bombs, and their car was even blown up. Yet nothing has daunted the
Klarsfelds in their pursuit of justice. Beate made worldwide headlines at age twenty-nine by slapping the
high-profile ex–Nazi propagandist Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger and shouting “Nazi!” Serge
intentionally provoked a neo-Nazi in a German beer hall by wearing an armband with a yellow star on it,
so that the press would report on the assault. When Pope John Paul II met with Austria’s then-president,
Kurt Waldheim, a former Wehrmacht officer in the Balkans suspected of war crimes, the Klarsfelds’
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son, dressed as a Nazi officer, stood outside the Vatican. The Klarsfelds also dedicated themselves to
defeating Jean-Marie Le Pen’s National Front and his daughter Marine Le Pen’s 2017 campaign for
president in France. Brave, urgent, and buoyed by a remarkable love story, Hunting the Truth is not only
the dramatic memoir of bringing Nazis to justice, it is also the inspiring story of an unrelenting battle
against prejudice and hate.

The Secret Hunters
NATIONAL BESTSELLER NPR Best Book of 2017 “Not all superheroes wear capes, and Elizebeth
Smith Friedman should be the subject of a future Wonder Woman movie.” — The New York Times
Joining the ranks of Hidden Figures and In the Garden of Beasts, the incredible true story of the greatest
codebreaking duo that ever lived, an American woman and her husband who invented the modern
science of cryptology together and used it to confront the evils of their time, solving puzzles that
unmasked Nazi spies and helped win World War II. In 1916, at the height of World War I, brilliant
Shakespeare expert Elizebeth Smith went to work for an eccentric tycoon on his estate outside Chicago.
The tycoon had close ties to the U.S. government, and he soon asked Elizebeth to apply her language
skills to an exciting new venture: code-breaking. There she met the man who would become her
husband, groundbreaking cryptologist William Friedman. Though she and Friedman are in many ways
the "Adam and Eve" of the NSA, Elizebeth’s story, incredibly, has never been told. In The Woman Who
Smashed Codes, Jason Fagone chronicles the life of this extraordinary woman, who played an integral
role in our nation’s history for forty years. After World War I, Smith used her talents to catch gangsters
and smugglers during Prohibition, then accepted a covert mission to discover and expose Nazi spy rings
that were spreading like wildfire across South America, advancing ever closer to the United States. As
World War II raged, Elizebeth fought a highly classified battle of wits against Hitler’s Reich, cracking
multiple versions of the Enigma machine used by German spies. Meanwhile, inside an Army vault in
Washington, William worked furiously to break Purple, the Japanese version of Enigma—and eventually
succeeded, at a terrible cost to his personal life. Fagone unveils America’s code-breaking history
through the prism of Smith’s life, bringing into focus the unforgettable events and colorful personalities
that would help shape modern intelligence. Blending the lively pace and compelling detail that are the
hallmarks of Erik Larson’s bestsellers with the atmosphere and intensity of The Imitation Game, The
Woman Who Smashed Codes is page-turning popular history at its finest.

Hunt for Nazis
A Newsweek Best Book of the Year: “Captivating . . . rooted in first-rate research” (The New York
Times Book Review). In this New York Times bestseller, once-secret government records and
interviews tell the full story of the thousands of Nazis—from concentration camp guards to high-level
officers in the Third Reich—who came to the United States after World War II and quietly settled into
new lives. Many gained entry on their own as self-styled war “refugees.” But some had help from the
US government. The CIA, the FBI, and the military all put Hitler’s minions to work as spies,
intelligence assets, and leading scientists and engineers, whitewashing their histories. Only years after
their arrival did private sleuths and government prosecutors begin trying to identify the hidden Nazis.
Now, relying on a trove of newly disclosed documents and scores of interviews, Pulitzer Prize–winning
investigative reporter Eric Lichtblau reveals this little-known and “disturbing” chapter of postwar
history (Salon).

The Nazi Hunters
In August 1942, Hitler directed all German state institutions to assist Heinrich Himmler, the chief of the
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SS and the German police, in eradicating armed resistance in the newly occupied territories of Eastern
Europe and Russia. The directive for "combating banditry" (Bandenbekämpfung), became the third
component of the Nazi regime's three-part strategy for German national security, with genocide
(Endlösung der Judenfrage, or "the Final Solution of the Jewish Question") and slave labor (Erfassung,
or "Registration of Persons to Hard Labor") being the better-known others. An original and thoughtprovoking work grounded in extensive research in German archives, Hitler's Bandit Hunters focuses on
this counterinsurgency campaign, the anvil of Hitler's crusade for empire. Bandenbekämpfung portrayed
insurgents as political and racial bandits, criminalized to a greater degree than enemies of the state;
moreover, violence against them was not constrained by the prevailing laws of warfare. Philip Blood
explains how German forces embraced the Bandenbekämpfung doctrine, demonstrating the equal
culpability of both the SS police forces and the "heroic" Waffen-SS combat arm and shattering the
contrived postwar distinctions between them. He challenges the traditional view of Himmler as an
armchair general and bureaucrat, exposing him as the driving force behind one of the most successful
security campaigns in history, and delves into the contentious issue of the complicity of ordinary
German police, soldiers, and citizens, as well as the citizens of occupied territories, in these statesponsored manhunts. This book provokes new debates on the Nazi terrorization of Europe, the blind
acquiescence of many, and the courageous resistance of the few.

The Accomplice
A biography of the death camp escapee who became a resistance fighter and later, a hunter of Nazis.

Hitlerland
In 1905 more than seven hundred Russian sailors mutinied against their officers aboard the battleship
Potemkin, one of the most powerful battleships in the world. Led by the charismatic firebrand
Matyushenko, they risked their lives to take control of their ship and fly the red flag of revolution. What
followed was a violent port-to-port chase that spanned eleven harrowing days and came to symbolize the
Russian Revolution itself. This pulse-pounding story alternates between the opulent court of Nicholas II
and the drama on the high seas. Neal Bascomb combines extensive research and fresh information from
Soviet archives to tell the true story of the deadliest naval mutiny in history. Red Mutiny is a terrific
adventure filled with epic naval battles, heroic sacrifices, treachery, bloodlust, and the rallying cries of
freedom.

SAS Nazi Hunters
Brimming with surprising characters, chilling political revelations, and a heart-pounding climax, The
Nazi Hunter is a thrilling debut and “an action-packed story,” says Jewish Book World.

Gravity's Rainbow
Now the subject of the Netflix documentary The Devil Next Door The incredible story of the most
convoluted legal odyssey involving Nazi war crimes In 2009, Harper's Magazine sent war-crimes expert
Lawrence Douglas to Munich to cover the last chapter of the lengthiest case ever to arise from the
Holocaust: the trial of eighty-nine-year-old John Demjanjuk. Demjanjuk’s legal odyssey began in 1975,
when American investigators received evidence alleging that the Cleveland autoworker and naturalized
US citizen had collaborated in Nazi genocide. In the years that followed, Demjanjuk was stripped of his
American citizenship and sentenced to death by a Jerusalem court as "Ivan the Terrible" of
Treblinka—only to be cleared in one of the most notorious cases of mistaken identity in legal history.
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Finally, in 2011, after eighteen months of trial, a court in Munich convicted the native Ukrainian of
assisting Hitler’s SS in the murder of 28,060 Jews at Sobibor, a death camp in eastern Poland. An awardwinning novelist as well as legal scholar, Douglas offers a compulsively readable history of
Demjanjuk’s bizarre case. The Right Wrong Man is both a gripping eyewitness account of the last major
Holocaust trial to galvanize world attention and a vital meditation on the law’s effort to bring legal
closure to the most horrific chapter in modern history.

The Nazi Hunters
In 1945, at the end of World War II, Adolf Eichmann, the head of operations for the Nazis' Final
Solution, walked into the mountains of Germany and vanished from view. Sixteen years later, an elite
team of spies captured him at a bus stop in Argentina and smuggled him to Israel, resulting in one of the
century's most important trials -- one that cemented the Holocaust in the public imagination. THE NAZI
HUNTERS is the thrilling and fascinating story of what happened between these two events. Survivor
Simon Wiesenthal opened Eichmann's case; a blind Argentinean and his teenage daughter provided
crucial information. Finally, the Israeli spies -- many of whom lost family in the Holocaust -- embarked
on their daring mission, recounted here in full. Based on the adult bestseller HUNTING EICHMANN,
which is now in development as a major film, and illustrated with powerful photos throughout, THE
NAZI HUNTERS is a can't-miss work of narrative nonfiction for middle-grade and YA readers.

Agent Jack
**Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE) Book Award Finalist** The gripping story of a team of
Nazi hunters at the U.S. Department of Justice as they raced against time to expose members of a brutal
SS killing force who disappeared in America after World War Two. In 1990, in a drafty basement
archive in Prague, two American historians made a startling discovery: a Nazi roster from 1945 that no
Western investigator had ever seen. The long-forgotten document, containing more than 700 names,
helped unravel the details behind the most lethal killing operation in World War Two. In the tiny Polish
village of Trawniki, the SS set up a school for mass murder and then recruited a roving army of foot
soldiers, 5,000 men strong, to help annihilate the Jewish population of occupied Poland. After the war,
some of these men vanished, making their way to the U.S. and blending into communities across
America. Though they participated in some of the most unspeakable crimes of the Holocaust, "Trawniki
Men" spent years hiding in plain sight, their terrible secrets intact. In a story spanning seven decades,
Citizen 865 chronicles the harrowing wartime journeys of two Jewish orphans from occupied Poland
who outran the men of Trawniki and settled in the United States, only to learn that some of their onetime captors had followed. A tenacious team of prosecutors and historians pursued these men and, up
against the forces of time and political opposition, battled to the present day to remove them from U.S.
soil. Through insider accounts and research in four countries, this urgent and powerful narrative provides
a front row seat to the dramatic turn of events that allowed a small group of American Nazi hunters to
hold murderous men accountable for their crimes decades after the war's end.

The Nazi Hunters
Named “The Book of the Year” by Lee Child in The Guardian From “master of the genre” (The
Washington Post) and author of Leaving Berlin, a heart-pounding and intelligent espionage novel about
a Nazi war criminal who was supposed to be dead, the rogue CIA agent on his trail, and the beautiful
woman connected to them both. Seventeen years after the fall of the Third Reich, Max Weill has never
forgotten the atrocities he saw as a prisoner at Auschwitz—nor the face of Dr. Otto Schramm. He was the
camp doctor who worked with Mengele on appalling experiments and who sent Max’s family to the gas
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chambers. As the war came to a close, Schramm was one of the many high-ranking former-Nazi officers
who managed to escape Germany for new lives in South America, where leaders like Argentina’s Juan
Perón gave them safe harbor and new identities. With his life nearing its end, Max asks his nephew
Aaron Wiley—an American CIA desk analyst—to complete the task Max never could: to track down Otto
in Argentina, capture him, and bring him back to Germany to stand trial. Unable to deny his uncle,
Aaron travels to Buenos Aires and discovers a city where Nazis thrive in plain sight, mingling with
Argentine high society. He ingratiates himself with Otto’s alluring but damaged daughter, whom he’s
convinced is hiding her father. Enlisting the help of a German newspaper reporter, an Israeli agent, and
the obliging CIA station chief in Buenos Aires, he hunts for Otto—a complicated monster, unexpectedly
human but still capable of murder if cornered. Unable to distinguish allies from enemies, Aaron will
ultimately have to discover just how far he is prepared to go to render justice. “With his remarkable
emotional precision and mastery of tone” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), Joseph Kanon crafts another
“gripping and authentic” (The New York Times Book Review) thriller that you won’t be able to put
down.

Test of Courage
This task has not been easy as the passage of time, numerous legal and technical difficulties and the
reluctance of host governments to deal with this issue have created extremely difficult obstacles in the
path of achieving justice.

The Nazi Hunter
Traces the life of a concentration camp survivor who tracked down Nazi war criminals after the war and
brought them to justice

Reckonings
“Hitlerland is a bit of a guilty pleasure. Reading about the Nazis is not supposed to be fun, but Nagorski
manages to make it so. Readers new to this story will find it fascinating” (The Washington Post).
Hitler’s rise to power, Germany’s march to the abyss, as seen through the eyes of
Americans—diplomats, military officers, journalists, expats, visiting authors, Olympic athletes—who
watched horrified and up close. “Engaging if chilling…a broader look at Americans who had a ringside
seat to Hitler’s rise” (USA TODAY), Hitlerland offers a gripping narrative full of surprising twists—and
a startlingly fresh perspective on this heavily dissected era.

Occupation, Nazi-hunter
The history of President Peron’s conspiracy to protect Nazi war criminals: “a chilling, detailed story of
one of Argentina’s most shameful secrets” (Foreign Affairs). It has long been known that, after the
Allied victory of World War II, Adolf Eichmann, Josef Mengele, Erich Priebke and many other Nazi
war criminals found refuge in Argentina. In this book, Argentinian historian Uki Goni reveals the
complex networks that made their escapes possible—and demonstrates that the operation was organized
with the enthusiastic support of President Juan Peron. Even at this late date, when so much is known
about the complicity of the Catholic Church and Allied intelligence agencies in the flight of the Nazis,
Goni’s historical revelations are truly shocking. This edition of The Real Odessa includes a revised
introduction and conclusion, with a new afterword containing material that focuses on the Vatican’s
complicity in providing sanctuary for war criminals.
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Citizen 865
The invasion begins at night, with German cruisers slipping into harbor, and soon the Nazis occupy all
of Norway. They station soldiers throughout the country. They institute martial rule. And at Vemork, an
industrial fortress high above a dizzying gorge, they gain access to an essential ingredient for the
weapon that could end World War II: Hitler's very own nuclear bomb. When the Allies discover the
plans for the bomb, they agree Vemork must be destroyed. But after a British operation fails to stop the
Nazis' deadly designs, the task falls to a band of young Norwegian commandos. Armed with little more
than skis, explosives, and great courage, they will survive months in the snowy wilderness, elude a huge
manhunt, and execute two dangerous missions. The result? The greatest act of sabotage in all of World
War II.

Hunting Evil
'You couldn't make these stories up: yet they're true, and Lewis does the memory of these extraordinary
men full justice in a tale that is both heart-stopping and moving' Evening Standard 'Suicidal bravery,
untold moral courage and awe-inspiring survival. An utterly compelling read' Bear Grylls From the
bestselling author of true military classics ZERO SIX BRAVO, THE NAZI HUNTERS and
CHURCHILL'S SECRET WARRIORS In the Spring of 1940, as Britain reeled from defeats on all
fronts and America seemed frozen in isolation, one fear united the British and American leaders like no
other: the Nazis had stolen a march on the Allies towards building the atomic bomb. So began the hunt
for Hitler's nuclear weapons - nothing else came close in terms of priorities. It was to be the most secret
war of those wars fought amongst the shadows. The highest stakes. The greatest odds. Prior to the
outbreak of the war the massive German chemicals conglomerate I.G. Farben - the future manufacturers
of Zyklon-B, the gas used in the Nazi concentration camps - had started producing bulk supplies of
deuterium oxide - heavy water - at the remote Norwegian plant of Vemork. This was the central target of
three separate missions - Operations GROUSE, FRESHMAN and GUNNERSIDE - over the ensuing
four years. As Churchill commented: 'The actual facts in many cases were equal to the most fantastic
inventions of romance and melodrama. Tangle with tangle, plot and counter-plot, ruse and treachery,
cross and double-cross, true agent, false agent, double agent, gold and steel, the bomb, the dagger and
the firing party were interwoven in a texture so intricate as to be incredible yet true.' Damien Lewis's
new bestseller intercuts the hunt for the scientists, the raw materials and the plant, with the cloak and
dagger intelligence game being played in the shadows. This relied in part on ENIGMA intercepts to
guide the SOE's hand. Lewis delves into some of the most extraordinarily inventive and Machiavellian
innovations at the SOE, and their related research and training schools, whereby the enemy were tricked,
deceived, framed, blackmailed and double and triple-crossed, all in the name of stopping the Reich from
getting the bomb. Previously published as Hunting Hitler's Nukes

The Undercover Nazi Hunter
Wolfe Frank was Chief Interpreter at the Nuremberg Trials where he was dubbed 'The Voice of Doom.'
A playboy turned resistance worker he had fled Germany for England in 1937 having been branded an
'enemy of the state - to be shot on sight.' Initially interned as an 'enemy alien, ' he was later released and
allowed to join the British Army - where he rose to the rank of Captain. Unable to speak English when
he arrived by the time of the trials he was considered to be the finest interpreter in the world. In the
months following his service at Nuremberg, Frank became increasingly alarmed at the misinformation
coming out of Germany so in 1949, backed by the New York Herald Tribune, he risked his life again by
returning to the country of his birth to make an 'undercover' survey of the main facets of postwar
German life and viewpoints. During his enterprise he worked as a German alongside Germans in
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factories, on the docks, in a refugee camp and elsewhere. Equipped with false papers he sought objective
answers to many questions including: refugees, anti-Semitism, morality, de-Nazification, religion, and
nationalism. The NYHT said at the time: 'A fresh appraisal of the German question could only be
obtained by a German and Mr Frank had all the exceptional qualifications necessary. We believe the
result of his "undercover" work told in human, factual terms, is an important contribution to one of the
great key problems of the postwar world and incidentally it contains some unexpected revelations and
dramatic surprises.' The greatest of those surprises was Frank single-handedly tracking down and
arresting the SS General ranked 'fourth' on the allies 'most wanted' list - and personally taking and
transcribing the Nazi's confession. The Undercover Nazi Hunter not only reproduces Frank's series of
articles (as he wrote them) and a translation of the confession, which, until now, has never been seen in
the public domain, it also reveals the fascinating behind-the-scenes story of a great American newspaper
agonizing over how best to deal with this unique opportunity and these important exposés.

The Grand Escape: The Greatest Prison Breakout of the 20th Century (Scholastic
Focus)
Based on groundbreaking new information and featuring never-before-published surveillance
photographs, a narrative of the pursuit and capture of Adolf Eichmann recounts how the Nazi managed
to slip out of the country and build a new life in Argentina while an international manhunt spent fifteen
years tracking him down and bringing him to justice.

The Nazi Hunters
Draws links between Kurt Waldheim and major political, religious, and crime organizations throughout
the world while shedding light on Nazi war criminals still at-large today

The Winter Fortress
“Riveting and poignant . . . The Winter Fortress metamorphoses from engrossing history into a
smashing thriller . . . Mr. Bascomb’s research and, especially, his storytelling skills are first-rate.”—The
Wall Street Journal “Weaving together his typically intense research and a riveting narrative, Neal
Bascomb’s The Winter Fortress is a spellbinding piece of historical writing.” — Martin Dugard, author
of Into Africa and co-author of the Killing series In 1942, the Nazis were racing to complete the first
atomic bomb. All they needed was a single, incredibly rare ingredient: heavy water, which was produced
solely at Norway’s Vemork plant. Under threat of death, Vemork’s engineers pushed production into
overdrive. If the Allies could not destroy the plant, they feared the Nazis would soon be in possession of
the most dangerous weapon the world had ever seen. But how would the Allied forces reach the castle
fortress, set on a precipitous gorge in one of the coldest, most inhospitable places on earth? Based on a
trove of top-secret documents and never-before-seen diaries and letters of the saboteurs, The Winter
Fortress is an arresting chronicle of a brilliant scientist, a band of spies on skis, perilous survival in the
wild, Gestapo manhunts, and a last-minute operation that would alter the course of the war. “A taut and
peerlessly told adventure story full of thrills, derring-do and heart-stopping tension.” — Seattle Times
“Told with both historical and scientific accuracy . . . this book has rocketed into my pantheon of the top
suspense-filled stories about [World War II], along with The 900 Days and The Colditz Story.” — Ethan
Siegel, Forbes

The Right Wrong Man
Confronting Nazi evil is the subject of the latest installment in the mega-bestselling Killing series As the
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true horrors of the Third Reich began to be exposed immediately after World War II, the Nazi war
criminals who committed genocide went on the run. A few were swiftly caught, including the notorious
SS leader, Heinrich Himmler. Others, however, evaded capture through a sophisticated Nazi
organization designed to hide them. Among those war criminals were Josef Mengele, the “Angel of
Death” who performed hideous medical experiments at Auschwitz; Martin Bormann, Hitler’s brutal
personal secretary; Klaus Barbie, the cruel "Butcher of Lyon"; and perhaps the most awful Nazi of all:
Adolf Eichmann. Killing the SS is the epic saga of the espionage and daring waged by self-styled "Nazi
hunters." This determined and disparate group included a French husband and wife team, an American
lawyer who served in the army on D-Day, a German prosecutor who had signed an oath to the Nazi
Party, Israeli Mossad agents, and a death camp survivor. Over decades, these men and women scoured
the world, tracking down the SS fugitives and bringing them to justice, which often meant death. Written
in the fast-paced style of the Killing series, Killing the SS will educate and stun the reader. The final
chapter is truly shocking.

The Woman Who Smashed Codes
A single word - "Auschwitz" - is sometimes used to encapsulate the totality of persecution and suffering
involved in what we call the Holocaust. Yet focusing on a single concentration camp, however horrific
the scale of crimes committed there, leaves an incomplete story, truncates a complexhistory and
obscures the continuing legacies of Nazi crimes. Mary Fulbrook's encompassing book explores the lives
of individuals across a full spectrum of suffering and guilt, each one capturing one small part of the
greater story. Using "reckoning" in the widest possible sense to evoke how the consequences of violence
have expanded almost infinitely throughtime, from early brutality through programs to euthanize the
sick and infirm in the 1930s to the full functioning of the death camps in the early 1940s, and across the
post-war decades of selective confrontation with perpetrators and ever-expanding commemoration of
victims, Fulbrook exposes thedisjuncture between official myths about "dealing with the past" and the
extent to which the vast majority of Nazi perpetrators evaded responsibility. In the successor states to the
Third Reich - East Germany, West Germany, and Austria - prosecution varied widely. Communist East
Germany pursued Nazicriminals and handed down severe sentences; West Germany, caught between
facing up to the past and seeking to draw a line under it, tended toward selective justice and reintegration
of former Nazis; and Austria made nearly no reckoning at all until the mid-1980s, when news broke
about Austrianpresidential candidate Kurt Waldheim's past. The continuing battle with the legacies of
Nazism in the private sphere was often at odds with public remembrance and memorials. Following the
various phases of trials and testimonies, from those immediately after the war to those that stretched into
the decades following, Reckonings illuminates shifting public attitudes toward both perpetrators and
survivors, and recalibrates anew the scales of justice.

The Nazi Menace
A panoramic narrative of the years leading up to the Second World War—a tale of democratic crisis,
racial conflict, and a belated recognition of evil, with profound resonance for our own time. Berlin,
November 1937. Adolf Hitler meets with his military commanders to impress upon them the urgent
necessity for a war of aggression in eastern Europe. Some generals are unnerved by the Führer’s
grandiose plan, but these dissenters are silenced one by one, setting in motion events that will culminate
in the most calamitous war in history. Benjamin Carter Hett takes us behind the scenes in Berlin,
London, Moscow, and Washington, revealing the unsettled politics within each country in the wake of
the German dictator’s growing provocations. He reveals the fitful path by which anti-Nazi forces inside
and outside Germany came to understand Hitler’s true menace to European civilization and learned to
oppose him, painting a sweeping portrait of governments under siege, as larger-than-life figures
struggled to turn events to their advantage. As in The Death of Democracy, his acclaimed history of the
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fall of the Weimar Republic, Hett draws on original sources and newly released documents to show how
these long-ago conflicts have unexpected resonances in our own time. To read The Nazi Menace is to
see past and present in a new and unnerving light.

Hitler's Bandit Hunters
"Information Hunters examines the unprecedented American effort to acquire foreign publications and
information in World War II Europe. An unlikely band of librarians, scholars, soldiers, and spies went to
Europe to collect books and documents to aid the Allies' cause. They travelled to neutral cities to find
enemy publications for intelligence analysis and followed advancing armies to capture records in a
massive program of confiscation. After the war, they seized Nazi works from bookstores and schools
and gather together countless looted Jewish books. Improvising library techniques in wartime
conditions, they contributed to Allied intelligence, preserved endangered books, engaged in restitution,
and participated in the denazification of book collections. Information Hunters explores what collecting
meant to the men and women who embarked on these missions, and how the challenges of a total war
led to an intense focus on books and documents. It uncovers the worlds of collecting, in spy-ridden
Stockholm and Lisbon, in liberated Paris and devastated Berlin, and in German caves and mineshafts.
The wartime collecting missions had lasting effects. They intensified the relationship between libraries
and academic institutions, on the one hand, and the government and military, on the other. Book and
document acquisition became part of the apparatus of national security, military planning, and postwar
reconstruction. These efforts also spurred the development of information science and boosted research
libraries' ambitions to be great national repositories for research and the dissemination of knowledge that
would support American global leadership, politically and intellectually. military intelligence, librarians,
archivists, Library of Congress, Office of Strategic Services."--

Information Hunters
Hunt for Nazis is the first comprehensive account of the post-1945 efforts to bring Nazi war criminals
who had escaped to South America to justice. The author shows that the Nazi hunt -- which resulted in
spectacular cases like the kidnapping of Adolf Eichmann -- should not only be understood as part of the
afterlife of the Third Reich, but that it also became an integral aspect of dealing with repression at the
hands of authoritarian regimes in South America. Dissidents and human rights activists assumed that the
escaped Nazi perpetrators and collaborators continued to be involved in violent crimes in the service of
these new dictatorships.

The Odessa File
Follows the journey of three young men--John Landy, Wes Santee, and Roger Bannister--who suffered
defeat at the Helsinki Olympics in 1952 but nevertheless vowed to break the four-minute mile, training
tirelessly to accomplish their goal.

Killing the SS
"Describes the small group of men and women who sought out former Nazis all over the world after the
Nuremberg trials, refusing to let their crimes be forgotten or allowing them to quietly live
inconspicuous, normal lives."--NoveList.

The House on Garibaldi Street
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Can you forgive the past? It's 1963 and a young German reporter has been assigned the suicide of a
holocaust survivor. The news story seems straighforward, this is a tragic insight into one man's
suffering. But a long hidden secret is discovered in the pages of the dead man's diary. What follows is
life-and-death hunt for a notorious former concentration camp-commander, a man responsible for the
deaths of thousands, a man as yet unpunished.

Hunting the Truth
'The greatest, wildest author of his generation' Guardian We could tell you the year is 1944, that the
main character is called Tyrone Slothrop and that he has a problem because bombs are falling across
Europe and crashing to earth at the exact locations of his sexual conquests. But that doesn't really begin
to cover it. Reading this book is like falling down a rabbit hole into an outlandish, sinister, mysterious,
absurd, compulsive netherworld. As the Financial Times said, 'you must forget earlier notions about life
and letters and even the Novel.' Forty years since publication, Gravity's Rainbow has lost none of its
power to enthral.

Sabotage
The remarkable story of Fred Mayer, a German-born Jew who escaped Nazi Germany only to return as
an American commando on a secret mission behind enemy lines. Growing up in Germany, Freddy
Mayer witnessed the Nazis' rise to power. When he was sixteen, his family made the decision to flee to
the United States--they were among the last German Jews to escape, in 1938. In America, Freddy tried
enlisting the day after Pearl Harbor, only to be rejected as an "enemy alien" because he was German. He
was soon recruited to the OSS, the country's first spy outfit before the CIA. Freddy, joined by Dutch
Jewish refugee Hans Wynberg and Nazi defector Franz Weber, parachuted into Austria as the leader of
Operation Greenup, meant to deter Hitler's last stand. He posed as a Nazi officer and a French POW for
months, dispatching reports to theOSS via Hans, holed up with a radio in a nearby attic. The reports
contained a goldmine of information, provided key intelligence about the Battle of the Bulge, and
allowed the Allies to bomb twenty Nazi trains. On the verge of the Allied victory, Freddy was captured
by the Gestapo and tortured and waterboarded for days. Remarkably, he persuaded the Nazi commander
for the region to surrender, completing one of the most successful OSS missions of the war. Based on
years of research and interviews with Mayer himself, whom the author was able to meet only months
before his death at the age of ninety-four,Return to the Reichis an eye-opening, unforgettable narrative
of World War II heroism.

Hunting The Nazi Bomb
This is the true story of the kidnapping of Adolf Eichmann in Argentina by the Mossad, Israel's secret
intelligence serviceunder the leadership of Isser Harel. This is his account, revised and updated, with the
real names and details of all Mossad personnel.

The Real Odessa
Neal Bascomb, author of The Nazi Hunters, returns with his next thrilling work of narrative nonfiction
about a group of Allied POWs who staged an escape for the ages during World War I.

Return to the Reich
The never-before-told story of Eric Roberts, who infiltrated a network of Nazi sympathizers in Great
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Britain in order to protect the country from the grips of fascism June 1940: Europe has fallen to Adolf
Hitler’s army, and Britain is his next target. Winston Churchill exhorts the country to resist the Nazis,
and the nation seems to rally behind him. But in secret, some British citizens are plotting to hasten an
invasion. Agent Jack tells the incredible true story of Eric Roberts, a seemingly inconsequential bank
clerk who, in the guise of “Jack King”, helped uncover and neutralize the invisible threat of fascism on
British shores. Gifted with an extraordinary ability to make people trust him, Eric Roberts penetrated the
Communist Party and the British Union of Fascists before playing his greatest role for MI5: Hitler's man
in London. Pretending to be an agent of the Gestapo, Roberts single-handedly built a network of
hundreds of British Nazi sympathizers—factory workers, office clerks, shopkeepers —who shared their
secrets with him. It was work so secret and so sensitive that it was kept out of the reports MI5 sent to
Winston Churchill. In a gripping real-world thriller, Robert Hutton tells the fascinating story of an
operation whose existence has only recently come to light with the opening of MI5’s WWII files.
Drawing on these newly declassified documents and private family archives, Agent Jack shatters the
comforting notion that Britain could never have succumbed to fascism and, consequently, that the world
could never have fallen to Hitler. Agent Jack is the story of one man who loved his country so much that
he risked everything to stand against a rising tide of hate.

The Boys from Brazil: A Novel
The Perfect Mile
As a child Derek Jacobs was an inmate of a Nazi prison camp and saw his mother horrifically abused.
Now forging a career in the environment movement he is co opted by the Secret Hunters, a group who
track down the perpetrators of genocide to exact their revenge.

The Wiesenthal File
Already acclaimed in England as "first-rate" (The Sunday Times); “a model of meticulous, courageous
and path-breaking scholarship"(Literary Review); and "absorbing and thoroughly gripping… deserves a
lasting place among histories of the war.” (The Sunday Telegraph), Hunting Evil is the first complete
and definitive account of how the Nazis escaped and were pursued and captured -- or managed to live
long lives as fugitives. At the end of the Second World War, an estimated 30,000 Nazi war criminals
fled from justice, including some of the highest ranking members of the Nazi Party. Many of them have
names that resonate deeply in twentieth-century history -- Eichmann, Mengele, Martin Bormann, and
Klaus Barbie -- not just for the monstrosity of their crimes, but also because of the shadowy nature of
their post-war existence, holed up in the depths of Latin America, always one step ahead of their
pursuers. Aided and abetted by prominent people throughout Europe, they hid in foreboding castles high
in the Austrian alps, and were taken in by shady Argentine secret agents. The attempts to bring them to
justice are no less dramatic, featuring vengeful Holocaust survivors, inept politicians, and daring plots to
kidnap or assassinate the fugitives. In this exhaustively researched and compellingly written work of
World War II history and investigative reporting, journalist and novelist Guy Walters gives a
comprehensive account of one of the most shocking and important aspects of the war: how the most
notorious Nazi war criminals escaped justice, how they were pursued, captured or able to remain free
until their natural deaths and how the Nazis were assisted while they were on the run by "helpers"
ranging from a Vatican bishop to a British camel doctor, and even members of Western intelligence
services. Based on all new interviews with Nazi hunters and former Nazis and intelligence agents,
travels along the actual escape routes, and archival research in Germany, Britain, the United States,
Austria, and Italy, Hunting Evil authoritatively debunks much of what has previously been understood
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about Nazis and Nazi hunters in the post war era, including myths about the alleged “Spider” and
“Odessa” escape networks and the surprising truth about the world's most legendary Nazi hunter Simon
Wiesenthal. From its haunting chronicle of the monstrous mass murders the Nazis perpetrated and the
murky details of their postwar existence to the challenges of hunting them down, Hunting Evil is a
monumental work of nonfiction written with the pacing and intrigue of a thriller. From the Hardcover
edition.

The Nazis Next Door
The classic thriller of Dr. Josef Mengele's nightmarish plot to restore the Third Reich. Alive and hiding
in South America, the fiendish Nazi Dr. Josef Mengele gathers a group of former colleagues for a
horrifying project—the creation of the Fourth Reich. Barry Kohler, a young investigative journalist, gets
wind of the project and informs famed Nazi hunter Ezra Lieberman, but before he can relay the
evidence, Kohler is killed. Thus Ira Levin opens one of the strangest and most masterful novels of his
career. Why has Mengele marked a number of harmless aging men for murder? What is the hidden link
that binds them? What interest can they possibly hold for their killers: six former SS men dispatched
from South America by the most wanted Nazi still alive, the notorious “Angel of Death“? One man
alone must answer these questions and stop the killings—Lieberman, himself aging and thought by some
to be losing his grip on reality. At the heart of The Boys from Brazil lies a frightening contemporary
nightmare, chilling and all too possible.

Red Mutiny
An artist, forced to paint swastikas on train cars for the Nazis during the Holocaust, has become an
unlikely vigilante in pre-Cold War Europe. Alongside his army companion, Bruno, he hunts down the
criminals responsible for murdering his wife, his family, and his people. SIMON SAYS is one part
action-adventure, one part crime-noir and all high stakes drama!
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